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7s contain -RCH- 

ANARCHS AACHNRS ANARCH, advocate of anarchy [n] 

ANARCHY AACHNRY absence of government [n -HIES] 

ARCHAEA AAACEHR ARCHAEON, archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n] / large group of microorganisms [n ARCHAEA] 

ARCHAIC AACCHIR pertaining to earlier time [adj] 

ARCHEAN AACEHNR pertaining to Archean geological eon [adj] 

ARCHERS ACEHRRS ARCHER, one that shoots with bow and arrow [n] 

ARCHERY ACEHRRY sport of shooting with bow and arrow [n -RIES] 

ARCHFOE ACEFHOR principal foe [n -S] 

ARCHILS ACHILRS ARCHIL, orchil (purple dye) [n] 

ARCHINE ACEHINR Russian unit of linear measure [n -S] 

ARCHING ACGHINR series of arches [n -S] / ARCH, to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening) [v] 

ARCHIVE ACEHIRV to file in archive (place where records are kept) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ARCHONS ACHNORS ARCHON, magistrate of ancient Athens [n] 

ARCHWAY AACHRWY passageway under arch [n -S] 

BARCHAN AABCHNR type of sand dune [n -S] 

BIRCHED BCDEHIR BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

BIRCHEN BCEHINR made of birch wood [adj] 

BIRCHES BCEHIRS BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

CHURCHY CCHHRUY churchly (pertaining to church) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

CURCHES CCEHRSU CURCH, kerchief (cloth worn as head covering) [n] 

DIARCHY ACDHIRY government with two rulers [n -HIES] 

DYARCHY ACDHRYY diarchy (government with two rulers) [n -HIES] 

ECORCHE CCEEHOR anatomical figure with skin removed to show musculature [n -S] 

EPARCHS ACEHPRS EPARCH, head of eparchy [n] 

EPARCHY ACEHPRY district of modern Greece [n -HIES] 

EXARCHS ACEHRSX EXARCH, ruler of province in Byzantine Empire [n] 

EXARCHY ACEHRXY domain of exarch [n HIES] 

KERCHOO CEHKOOR ahchoo (used to represent sound of sneeze) [interj] 

LARCHEN ACEHLNR LARCH, coniferous tree [adj] 

LARCHES ACEHLRS LARCH, coniferous tree [n] 

LURCHED CDEHLRU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

LURCHER CEHLRRU one that lurks or prowls [n -S] 

LURCHES CEHLRSU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

MARCHED ACDEHMR MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

MARCHEN ACEHMNR folktale (tale forming part of oral tradition of people) [n MARCHEN] 

MARCHER ACEHMRR one that marches (to walk in formal military manner) [n -S] 

MARCHES ACEHMRS MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

MERCHES CEEHMRS MERCH, merchandise [n] 

ORCHARD ACDHORR area for cultivation of fruit trees [n -S] 

ORCHIDS CDHIORS ORCHID, flowering plant [n] 

ORCHILS CHILORS ORCHIL, purple dye [n] 

PARCHED ACDEHPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PARCHES ACEHPRS PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PERCHED CDEEHPR PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PERCHER CEEHPRR one that perches (to sit or rest on elevated place) [n -S] 
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PERCHES CEEHPRS PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PORCHED CDEHOPR PORCH, covered structure at entrance to building [adj] 

PORCHES CEHOPRS PORCH, covered structure at entrance to building [n] 

STARCHY ACHRSTY containing starch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

TORCHED CDEHORT TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

TORCHES CEHORST TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

TORCHON CHNOORT coarse lace [n -S] 

URCHINS CHINRSU URCHIN, mischievous boy [n] 

 

7s end -RCH 

AUTARCH AACHRTU absolute ruler [n -S] 

ENDARCH ACDEHNR formed from center outward [adj] 

MESARCH ACEHMRS originating in mesic habitat [adj] 

MONARCH ACHMNOR absolute ruler [n -S] 

NOMARCH ACHMNOR head of nome [n -S] 

XERARCH ACEHRRX developing in dry area [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -RCH- 

AIRCHECK ACCEHIKR  recording made from radio broadcast [n -S] 

ANARCHIC AACCHINR ANARCHY, absence of government [adj] 

ARCHAEAL AAACEHLR ARCHAEA, ARCHAEON, archaean (microorganism of archaea) [adj] 

ARCHAEAN AAACEHNR microorganism of archaea [n -S] 

ARCHAEON AACEHNOR archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n ARCHAEA] 

ARCHAISE AACEHIRS to archaize (to use archaisms) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ARCHAISM AACHIMRS archaic word, idiom, or expression [n -S] 

ARCHAIST AACHIRST one that archaizes (to use archaisms) [n -S] 

ARCHAIZE AACEHIRZ to use archaisms [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ARCHDUKE ACDEHKRU Austrian prince [n -S] 

ARCHIVAL AACHILRV ARCHIVE, to file in archive (place where records are kept) [adj] 

ARCHNESS ACEHNRSS slyness (quality or state of being sly) [n -ES] 

ARCHWAYS AACHRSWY ARCHWAY, passageway under arch [n] 

AUTARCHY AACHRTUY absolute rule [n -HIES] 

BIRCHING BCGHIINR BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

CHURCHED CCDEHHRU CHURCH, to bring to church (building for Christian worship) [v] 

CHURCHES CCEHHRSU CHURCH, to bring to church (building for Christian worship) [v] 

CHURCHLY CCHHLRUY pertaining to church [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

DEMARCHE ACDEEHMR procedure [n -S] 

DIARCHAL AACDHILR DIARCHY, government with two rulers [adj] 

DIARCHIC ACCDHIIR DIARCHY, government with two rulers [adj] 

DYARCHAL AACDHLRY DYARCHY, diarchy (government with two rulers) [adj] 

DYARCHIC ACCDHIRY DYARCHY, diarchy (government with two rulers) [adj] 

ENDARCHY ACDEHNRY condition of being endarch [n -HIES] 

EXARCHAL AACEHLRX EXARCH, ruler of province in Byzantine Empire [adj] 

FOURCHEE CEEFHORU having end of each arm forked -- used of heraldic cross [adj] 
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GYNARCHY ACGHNRYY government by women [n -HIES] 

HEXARCHY ACEHHRXY group of six separate states [n -HIES] 

INARCHED ACDEHINR INARCH, to graft with in certain way [v] 

INARCHES ACEHINRS INARCH, to graft with in certain way [v] 

KERCHIEF CEEFHIKR cloth worn as head covering [n -S, -EVES] 

LURCHERS CEHLRRSU LURCHER, one that lurks or prowls [n] 

LURCHING CGHILNRU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

MARCHERS ACEHMRRS MARCHER, one that marches (to walk in formal military manner) [n] 

MARCHESA AACEHMRS wife or widow of marchese [n -SE] 

MARCHESE ACEEHMRS MARCHESA, wife or widow of marchese [n] / Italian nobleman [n -SI] 

MARCHESI ACEHIMRS MARCHESE, MARCHESA, wife or widow of marchese [n] 

MARCHING ACGHIMNR MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

MENARCHE ACEEHMNR first occurrence of menstruation [n -S] 

MERCHANT ACEHMNRT to buy and sell goods for profit [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MONARCHY ACHMNORY rule by monarch [n -HIES] 

NOMARCHY ACHMNORY nome (province of modern Greece) [n -HIES] 

OCTARCHY ACCHORTY government by eight persons [n -HIES] 

ORCHILLA ACHILLOR orchil (purple dye) [n -S] 

ORCHISES CEHIORSS ORCHIS, orchid (flowering plant) [n] 

ORCHITIC CCHIIORT ORCHITIS, inflammation of testicle [adj] 

ORCHITIS CHIIORST inflammation of testicle [n -ES]  

PARCHESI ACEHIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S] 

PARCHING ACGHINPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PARCHISI ACHIIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S] 

PERCHING CEGHINPR PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PURCHASE ACEHPRSU to acquire by payment of money [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RESEARCH ACEEHRRS to investigate thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCORCHED CCDEHORS SCORCH, to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste [v] 

SCORCHER CCEHORRS one that scorches (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste) [n -S] 

SCORCHES CCEHORSS SCORCH, to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste [v] 

SEARCHED ACDEEHRS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something [v] 

SEARCHER ACEEHRRS one that searches (to look through or over carefully in order to find something) [n -S] 

SEARCHES ACEEHRSS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something [v] 

SMIRCHED CDEHIMRS SMIRCH, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

SMIRCHES CEHIMRSS SMIRCH, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

STARCHED ACDEHRST STARCH, to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate) [v] 

STARCHER ACEHRRST one that starches (to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate)) [n -S] 

STARCHES ACEHRSST STARCH, to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate) [v] 

THEARCHY ACEHHRTY rule by god [n -HIES] 

TORCHERE CEEHORRT type of electric lamp [n -S] 

TORCHIER CEHIORRT TORCHY, characteristic of torch song [adj] / torchere (type of electric lamp) [n -S] 

TORCHING CGHINORT TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

TORCHLIT CHILORTT lighted by torches (poles with burning end) [adj] 

TRIARCHY ACHIRRTY government by three persons [n -HIES] 

UNARCHED ACDEHNRU not arched (to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening)) [adj] 
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8s end -RCH 

BESCORCH BCCEHORS to scorch (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BESMIRCH BCEHIMRS to dirty (to make dirty) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ETHNARCH ACEHHNRT ruler of people or province [n -S] 

HEPTARCH ACEHHPRT one of group of seven rulers [n -S] 

HIERARCH ACEHHIRR religious leader [n -S] 

HIPPARCH ACHHIPPR cavalry commander in ancient Greece [n -S] 

OLIGARCH ACGHILOR ruler in government by few [n -S] 

OMNIARCH ACHIMNOR almighty ruler [n -S] 

OUTMARCH ACHMORTU to surpass in marching [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERARCH ACEHORRV to form arch over [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PENTARCH ACEHNPRT one of five joint rulers [n -S] 

SUNPORCH CHNOPRSU porch that admits much sunlight [n -ES] 

TETRARCH ACEHRRTT one of four joint rulers [n -S] 

UNCHURCH CCHHNRUU to expel from church [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 


